
Album 1: Tintin in the Land of the Soviets/Tintin au Pays des Soviets Serialised in Le Petit Vingtième 1929-1930
Black and white album published 1930

1a. Unidentified German Polizei monoplane
This unidentified monoplane, bearing the serial number
ZXY34, pursues Tintin after he steals a police car. The
original drawings are undetailed and appear to depict a
mid wing monoplane. We have chosen to illustrate this
using a Junkers CL.I two-seater as a basis, though a
modification of a Fokker V.25 would also suffice.
Album reference pages 12 and 13. 

Album 2: Tintin in the Congo/Tintin au Congo Serialised in Le Petit Vingtième 1929-1930
Black and white album published 1931

Colour album published 1946

1b. Unidentified Soviet fighter
This low wing monoplane fighter is stolen by
Tintin as he makes his escape from Russia,
eventually making his way to Berlin. 
Album reference pages 111-115 and 117-120. 

2a. Udet U12 ‘Flamingo’
Tintin and Snowy are saved from a herd of buffalo by two aviators in
this aircraft based in part on a Udet U12. To model accurately,
changes are needed on the forward fuselage and undercarriage.
Black and white album reference pages 104-108. 

2b. Udet U12 ‘Flamingo’
This version in the 1946 colour album is unchanged apart
from a new drawing of the duck on the fuselage side.
Colour album reference pages 59-61. 3

Note that the text “URSS’ at
the base of the fin does not
appear in the 1990 English
translation published by
Sundancer.

This drawing has been based in part on
the Polikarpov IL-400 (I-1) with
modifications to the tail, nose, exhausts
and undercarriage, but bears an
uncanny resemblance to early Junkers
fighters such as the A-20.



Album 4: Cigars of the Pharoah/Les Cigares du Pharoan Serialised in Le Petit Vingtième 1932-1934
Black and white album published 1934

Colour album published 1955

Album 5: The Blue Lotus/Le Lotus Bleu Serialised in Le Petit Vingtième 1934-1935
Black and white album published 1936

Colour album published 1946

4c. de Havilland DH80A Puss Moth
Used by Tintin to escape from the Arab airfield in the 1955
colour album, replacing the Farman F.231 from the 1932
version. Aircraft is Orange overall with the code ‘AB’ on
both sides of the fuselage. Propeller blades are Grey.
Colour album reference pages 31-33. 
See decal sheet CD002. 

4a. Farman F.231
Tintin escapes from an Arab airfield in this single
seat version of the two seat Farman F.231, and is
shot down by pursuing fighters.
Black and white album reference pages 56-59. 

4b. Hawker two-seater fighter
A pair of unmarked Arab fighters, which are clearly Hawker Hart
derivatives, shoot Tintin and Snowy down in their stolen Farman F.231.
Black and white album reference pages 57-58. 

4d. Hawker two-seater fighter
The two Arab Harts from the colour album of 1955 now have Red and White
roundels and Black serials ‘33’ and ‘34’. The aircraft are coloured in a very
pale Khaki finish overall. 
Colour album reference page 32. See decal sheet CD002.

5a & 5b. Japanese two-seaters
Several Japanese fighters are illustrated in silhouette twice in both versions of the albums. It’s impossible to determine what model
they are. Hergé did however illustrate a trio of Japanese aircraft of the cover of ‘Le Petite Vingtième’ No. 20 from May 16th 1935
during serial publication, two of which are shown here. It’s clear that these are derived from the Hawker Hart aircraft previously used
in ‘Cigars of the Pharaoh’, though these illustrations have previously been identified as Kawasaki Ki-3 or Ki-10.
Black and white album reference pages 44 and 82.
Colour album reference pages 22 and 41.4


